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Do you want a watch that “does it all?” It’s the kind of watch you can style in all sorts of ways. 
It’s a watch you can wear to formal nights out, to the office, or around town. The Tilly™ from 
Armitron® checks all these boxes and more. You can find the Tilly™ as a classic gold watch for 
women. Or you can explore silver tones, dark shades, bright hues, and more. 
 

 
 
You can call the Tilly™ a watch defined by versatility. But its versatility as a formal and casual 
watch merely scratches the surface of just how versatile the Tilly™ can be. If you’re looking for 
a watch that can hit all the right notes as a stylish and functional timepiece, here’s what sets 
the Armitron® Tilly™ apart. 
 
In Defiance of the Ordinary  
 
First and foremost, the Armitron® Tilly™ does what many other watches simply don’t. It looks 
different. Armitron® is already known for watches that do things differently, like the Griffy™ 
and their many sport watch options. The analog Tilly™, however, sheds the conventional round 
watch face. Instead, it embraces the rectangular look. The result is a narrower, sharper, style-
forward timepiece that stands out on your wrist.  
 
The Tilly™ uses its rectangular design to great effect. At a glance, it can take on the appearance 
of a glitzy bracelet. Of course, on closer inspection, it reveals its true identity as a watch, with a 
watch dial that also defies the ordinary. Many Tilly™ models feature stunning Roman numerals 
rather than traditional numbering. 
 
The Tilly™ as Timeless Jewelry  
 
When you think of a watch, you might not necessarily think of it as a piece of jewelry. Many 
watches are functional, like the Armitron® sport watches for men and women. While these 
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watches can certainly deliver on style, you may want a different look for a piece that speaks to 
elegance. This is where the Tilly™ makes an excellent choice. 
 
The Tilly™ watch and bracelet set take elegance to an entirely new level. Armitron® recently 
introduced this remarkable matching set. You can wear the Tilly™ paired with its matching 
bracelet. Wear them together on one wrist. Wear them separately. Or blend the two. That’s 
right. The bracelet can be connected to the watch to create something entirely new… 
 
Reveling in the Unexpected 
 
Something entirely new? Now, you can wear your watch as a necklace. You may have seen 
Taylor Swift rocking a watch choker at the 2024 Grammys. The look was a smash hit. By 
attaching the Tilly™ to its accompanying bracelet, you can cultivate your own “necklace watch” 
look. It’s yet another way you can wear the Tilly™, both casually or formally. 
 
It doesn’t end there. The Tilly™ also comes in a number of stunning styles and colors. You can 
find the Tilly™ in silver and gold tones. These can make for exceptional jewelry pieces. You can 
also find the Tilly™ with eye-catching leather bands. Take the Tilly™ in red leather, for instance. 
It may be the perfect piece to pair with your favorite red heels. 
 
Find the perfect Tilly™ for your collection at https://www.armitron.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/4cvgiug  
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